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R.K Minerals is a leading miner, supplier & 

exporter of Industrial Minerals like Feldspar, 

China clay (Kaolin), Talc (Soapstone), Quartz, 

Bentonite, etc. We have been importing & 

exporting high-quality minerals, which serve as

vital inputs for several industries, including 

ceramics, cement, glass, glazes, paints & 

cosmetics, etc.
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ABOUT THE
COMPANY



Knowing exactly what 

material our client

Sending sample for the 

purpose of testing.

Sending Quotation with 

competitive prices

Getting the result of the 

sample

Quality inspection

Accepting & Preparing 

the material

Dispatching 

the material

After sale support in case 

of need
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OUR BUSINESS



We supply various grades of china 

clay which are used in various

industries for their specific needs. 

Our clay is mined, processed and 

supplied with latest machinery and 

experts in the field of mining

We have different grades of Ball 

clay for their specified use. It is 

mainly used in the manufacture of 

ceramic whiteware and are valued 

for their key properties of

plasticity, unfired strength, and 

light fired colour. 

It is produced by levigation process. We 

manufacture different types of washed 

china clay (kaolin) grades which are 

available in powde and lump form. 

OUR PRODUCTS

CHINA CLAY BALL CLAY LEVIGATED CLAY
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Our talc in mainly used in ceramic

industries. Rajasthan being talc 

rich state has highest deposit of 

talc in India. Our talc has low 

levels of calcium and iron.

The Na2O% of our material ranges

from 5-10 %. we have set us VSI 

plant for grinding the crude into 

powder form of various mesh sizes

The K2O% of our material ranges from 5-

11%. Rajasthan being feldspar rich state

gives us advantage of supplying high 

quality material with competetive prices
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TALC SODIUM FELDSPAR POTASSIUM FELDSPAR
(Crude, Powder) (Crude, Powder, Grains) (Crude, Powder, Grains)

OUR PRODUCTS



Quartz mainly comprises of silica

which serve as a vital input for 

various industries like glass, 

ceramics etc. we have three 

different grades of quartz as per

their whitness 

QUARTZ CALCINED KAOLIN MICA
(Crude, Powder, Grains)

OUR PRODUCTS

Calcined Kaolin is a product

developed after calcination of high

purity of kaolin clay at medium to

high temperatures depending on

end applications for its customers

Calcined Kaolin's has the most

widely used in various applications

worldwide.

Mica is comprised of different ratios

of potassium, aluminium, iron, water

and magnesium. It retains elasticity

and toughness even at high

temperature. We have mica flakes

and well as mica powder in various

grades like course, medium, fine and

superfine



APPLICATIONS
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UAE
INDIA 
BANGLADESH 
TAIWAN 
MALAYSIA 
SOUTH AFRICA

OUR NETWORK



rkmineral692@gmail.com

rkimpex2692@gmail.com

Akshay Jain - +91 8883268326

Sanjay Jain - +91 9414112692

Plot No 6 Navkar Trade Center,

Near Gokuldham Colony 

Bhilwara 311001, Rajasthan
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VARDHMAN MINERALS 
RK IMPEX

FOR INQUIRIES
ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

EMAIL ADDRESS

OUR GROUP COMPANIESCONTACT US


